Representative topics covered by University Administrative Departments

Princeton Insiders: The Nuts and Bolts of What Makes the University Work

- **Facilities** – Understand the complexity of managing Princeton’s physical assets from campus planning and architecture to energy use and sustainability
- **University Services** – Get the back-stage view of campus dining and housing
- **Finance and Treasury** – Hear the challenges of managing and protecting the University’s financial assets in today’s economy
- **Information Technology** – Learn about a variety of technology areas, from our leadership in academic computing to the growing infrastructure needs of students, scholars, and visitors

Campus Life

- **Campus Life Overview** – Learn about the myriad programs and networks that support students’ development outside the classroom
- **Athletics** – Hear from coaches and administrators on the student-athlete experience at Princeton and challenges at the Division I level
- **Office of Religious Life** – Discover the range of programs and support for expressions of faith and spirituality
- **Pace Center for Civic Engagement** – Understand how making civic engagement a service is a meaningful part of the student experience and is central to today’s Princeton

Other Interesting Units

- **International Initiatives** – Marvel at the reach that Princeton researchers and students have around the world, through a variety of formal and informal partnerships
- **Institutional Equity and Diversity** – Learn about new programs designed to promote equal opportunity and campus diversity and support and nurture a changing campus culture
- **Government Affairs** – Get to know our presence in Washington and Princeton’s relationships with Congressional representatives, lobbyists, and other power brokers
- **University Library System** – Hear about new acquisitions and developments; speakers currently can also discuss major renovations in Firestone and the future of libraries in general
- **University Archives** – Enjoy presentations on a wide array of Princetoniana